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Cowries Finance is a global systematic investment 
platorm. Our centralized  research focuses  on the  
development  of advanced quantitative techniques for 
uncovering  market opportunities and employs them 
within a disciplined framework that resultsin efficient 
exposures. 
 

With a  robust  infrastructure and talented  
investment professionals, Cowries Finance offers clients 
the scale of a large asset management firm, with the 
benefits of a versatile investment platorm – flexibility and 
customization. Our firm is able to offer institutuonal and 
retail investors the essential 
building blocks for today's changing investment landscape. 
 

Cowries Finance, is the answer to a basic question every 
crypto investor has one t i me asked. What are the  
best crypto investment solutions that guarantee passive 
cash flow with a proper risk management system? 
 

Since the inception of Blockchain technology and 
crypto- currency, new crypto innovations and trends have 
stemmed bringing solutions to existing flaws that affect  
network scalability and decentralized finance, but none of 
them really solved the real problem, which is the 
"crazy" Crypto price volatility. 
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We believe creating a system that keeps cash flow growing 
for investors during price volatility is an underestimated 
weapon that directly empowers more investors to 
achieve their financial goals and also attracts more 
institutuonal investors looking to grow and diversify 
their portolios for short or long-term purposes. 
 

Cowries Finance company uses only advanced trading 
tools and trades at the most steady markets, which 
minimizes the uncertainty of financial loss to investors 
and guarantees them a steady income accrued every 
calendar day. 
 

Cowries Finance is an extensive soiware crossed chain 
system centered in developing defi yield  protocol 
(APY) mining liquidity enabling trading on multiple 
exchange from a single interface. 
 

Cowries Finance was founded in  the United States in 
2016 and was officially launched in 2018. Cowries 
Finance has been developing and exploring through the 
years leveraging its source of making different 
analysis in market liquidity, and solving algorithms 
using special trading techniques, our special 
techniques allow us to make excellent trading charts 

 



 

 

 

 

The Registration Process is 
easy 
 

Click on the Register Buton 

Fill in Your Details 

Use a valid E-mail Address 

Enter a strong Password 

Confirm Password 

Click on Register buton 
below 

HOW TO CREATE 
ACCOUNT 

 



 

 

 

 

STARTER PLAN 

2% Daily for 5 Days 

$100 - $19,999 
 
 

PREMIUM PLAN 

2.5% Daily for 7 Days 

$20,000 - $39,999 
 
 

ADVANCED PLAN 

3% Daily for 10 Days 

$40,000 - $59,999 

PRO PLAN 

4% Daily for 15 Days 

$60,000 - $79,999 
 

MASTER PLAN 

5% Daily for 20 Days 

$80,000 - $100,000 

EXCLUSIVE [Second Tier] PLAN 

Cowries Finance also provides another room for 

longterm assets trade with greater percentage yield. 

Our exclusive plans are as follows: 

ELITE PLAN 

10% Daily for 30 Days 

$50,000 - $100,000 

DIAMOND PLAN 

6% Daily for 30 Days 

$10,000 - $49,000 

 

INVESTMENT 
PLANS 



 

 

 

 

 

REGIONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE 

SILVER EXECUTIVE: 

$500 for25 active downlines. 
 

GOLD EXECUTIVE: 

$1,000 for 50 active downlines. 

AMBASSADOR: 

$2,000 for 100 active downlines. 
 

Then there should be a shortcut to earn 

these  ranks … $5 ,000  direct  deposit  or 

deposit   from  two  direct   reference 

automatically earns you a silver rank. 
 

$10,000 deposit or deposit from two direct 

reference automatically earns you the Gold 

rank executive. 
 

$20,000 direct deposit or from two direct 

references  bags  you  to  Ambassador 

Executive. 



 

 

 

 

 

DEPOSIT AND 
WITHDRAWAL 

Investment   Deposit   is   done   through   
Bitcoin, Ethereum,   USDT   (Trc20),   USDT   
(Erc20),   BNB, Litecoin,  and  Dogecoin.  The  
withdrawal  is  also carried out through Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, USDT (Trc20), USDT (Erc20), BNB, 
Litecoin, and Dogecoin. At the end  of  the  
Investment  Circle,  The  investor  can 
withdraw both Capital and Earnings through 
Bitcoin, Ethereum,   USDT   (Trc20),   USDT   
(Erc20),   BNB, Litecoin,   and   Dogecoin   
Account.   The   Referral bonuses  can  be  
withdrawn  immediately  by  the investor. 
 

Minimum withdrawal is $10 



 

 

 

 

HOW TO MAKE 
DEPOSIT 
 

Go to the User Panel 
Click on Make Deposit 

Choose Plan 

Click on the Bitcoin address or 

scan the Barcode to make 
payment 

HOW TO MAKE 
WITHDRAWAL 

Log In to your User Panel with 
your login Details 

Click on WITHDRAW Funds 

Create a Request for payment 
DEPOSIT AND 

WITHDRAWAL 

 



 

 

 

 

REFERRAL 
BONUS 

HOW TO COPY 
REFERAL CODE 
Go to the User Dashboard 

Go to Referral Link and Copy 

 
REFERRAL 
COMMISSION 

We   have   a   Program   structure   
of affiliates, To provide Customers 
with an additional  option  to  earn  
and  profit from our company. In 

your section of reference,   gain   
extra   10%   Referral Commission  
from  referring  to  other 
Individuals      and      Companies.     
At COWRIES FINANCE LIMITED, we 
hold up to 
our part of the referral deal. 



 

 

 

 

COMPANY 
CERTIFICATE  



 

 

 

 

 
REGULATORY 
CERTIFICATE 



 

 

 

 

CONTACT US 

 

ADDRESS 
106 SE 51st St, Gainesville, FL 32641, 
USA. 
 

EMAIL 
surpport@cowriesfinance.com 


